• However they have to decide to evacuate or not, they recognize their own expected utility and decide. • This recognized expected utility is different from the correct one.
• The difference is defined as "Dynamics of Heterogeneity". Sequential choice model Fu & Wilmot (2004) Log-likelihood = log ( )
Probability of evacuation at time t
(1)
Probability of evacuation at each time t'
: choice(evacuation or not), : observed state variable, : parameter, : utility • The recognized expected utility will be similar to the correct expected utility • This study propose that c is not equal to zero vector and is included in a range of constraint L: max
Formulation 5: Range of Constraint
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• Specialize the range of constraint for parameter estimation.
• The recognized expected utility of the respective states has a different divergence from the correct expected utility.
• This difference in the amount of divergence can be explained by this formulation :
N O : number of state i Q R : upper constraint for the average amount of divergence from the corrected expected utility
• This setting allows the recognized expected utility to be distributed flexibly.
• The dispersion of the distribution of the recognized expected utility is more unformalized if an amount of each divergence of state i is limited : I F, GH < Q VWX , ∀J.
• The analysis of distributions of EV' clarify a tendency of people to recognize the future states because this approach obtain EV' like a non parametric method. 
Proposed problem
• However the inequality constraint is a non-linear function.
• Number of parameters is more than the number of constraints.
• Apply a heuristic algorithm to solve and obtain a local optimum.
• Proposed algorithm is based on SQP (sequential quadratic programming) and . 
This equation (12) is reformulated the quadratic problem of s k with no constraints. • The number of observed state i is 386.
• EV at last period are given exogenously : EV(t4) = -0.01.
• The number of EV which are assumed as parameter is 288.
• Transition probability p 3 (x'|x j ) to next states is given as exogenously:
• Time discount rate is given as 0.80 exogenously. • Decrease of average shows that people evaluate a low expected utility by time.
• Wider distribution in period 3 shows that people recognized the different future in more urgent situation. Table Compare with the size of constraint range Φ
• "Φ = 400" is similar to a result of no constraint because the estimation result is far from the border of "Φ = 400".
• "Φ = 100" is a severe constraint because the s.d. of period 3 is small.
• Choose "Φ = 300" because the case is fitter. 
Conclusion
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Conclusions
• Formulate a dynamic discrete choice mode with dynamics of heterogeneity.
• Algorithm for parameter estimation can avoid the convergence to a local optimum. • Proposed model provides a better goodness of fit and show the spatial and temporal characteristics of dynamics of heterogeneity.
Future works
• Need a sophisticated approach for exogenous variables :range of constraints, time window, transition probability and line search vector. • The EV' in final period should be distributed, like a MXL model, to express time windows which people recognized are distributed. • The dataset has only behaviors of survived people.
